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[1] In the Himalaya and other active convergent
orogens, linear relationships between thermochro-
nometer sample age and elevation are often used to
estimate long-term exhumation rates. In these regions,
high-relief topography and nonvertical exhumation
pathways may invalidate such one-dimensional (1-D)
interpretations and lead to significant errors. To quan-
tify these errors, we integrate apatite fission track (AFT)
ages from the central Himalaya with a 3-D coupled
thermokinematic model, from which sample cooling
ages are predicted using a cooling-rate-dependent algo-
rithm. By changing the slip partitioning between faults
near the Main Central thrust and the Main Frontal
thrust system at the Himalayan range front, we are able
to explore the significance of different tectonic sce-
narios on predicted thermochronometer ages. We find
that the predicted AFT cooling ages are not sensitive
to the different slip partitioning scenarios but depend
strongly on erosion rate: Predicted ages are most con-
sistent with kinematic models that produce erosion
rates of 1.8–5.0 mm/yr. This range is considerably
smaller than that derived from regression lines through
the data (�2.6–12.2 mm/yr). The pattern of observed
AFT ages shows more complexity than our models
predict. None of the kinematic scenarios are able to fit
>80% of all of the AFT data, most likely because
erosion is spatially variable. Such complexities not-
withstanding, we conclude that the use of thermo-
kinematic modeling and thermochronologic data sets
to explore detailed fault kinematics in rapidly eroding

active orogens has great promise but requires inte-
gration of higher-temperature (>�350�C) data sets to
maximize effectiveness. Citation: Whipp, D. M., Jr.,

T. A. Ehlers, A. E. Blythe, K. W. Huntington, K. V. Hodges,

and D. W. Burbank (2007), Plio-Quaternary exhumation history

of the central Nepalese Himalaya: 2. Thermokinematic and

thermochronometer age prediction model, Tectonics, 26,

TC3003, doi:10.1029/2006TC001991.

1. Introduction

[2] Climate-driven erosion has been hypothesized to
drive deformation along the Himalayan front [Beaumont
et al., 2001; Hodges et al., 2001, 2004; Thiede et al., 2004].
Detailed studies that quantify long-term erosion rates are
therefore needed as a first step toward calibrating geo-
dynamic and landform evolution models where erosional
processes are coupled with deformation [e.g., Beaumont et
al., 1992; Willett, 1999]. In some orogens, zones of high
precipitation have been suggested to correspond with
regions of enhanced long-term erosion rates [e.g., Reiners
et al., 2003]; however, in the Himalaya, increased erosion
rates have also been argued to be decoupled from climate
forcing [e.g., Burbank et al., 2003] and the extent of
climate-erosion coupling has been shown to vary temporally
[e.g., Thiede et al., 2004, 2005]. An ideal location to
address some of these issues is the central Nepalese Hima-
laya (Figure 1a), where the late Cenozoic uplift of the
Tibetan Plateau may have significantly increased the
strength of the Indian Monsoon. This strengthening could
have increased precipitation and potentially focused erosion
on the southern margin of the plateau [Molnar et al., 1993;
Ruddiman et al., 1997]. When combined with evidence of
late Miocene–Quaternary renewal of faulting within the
interior of the Himalayan orogenic wedge [Seeber and
Gornitz, 1983; Macfarlane et al., 1992; Harrison et al.,
1997; Catlos et al., 2001; Hodges et al., 2004; Wobus et al.,
2005], the timing of the hypothesized increase in erosion
suggests that climate-driven erosion may have induced
tectonic activity through modification of gravitational body
forces. The objective of this study is to take an initial step
toward testing the previous hypothesis by quantifying the
rates and spatial variations in erosion across a drainage
basin within the Himalayan front.
[3] In general, the major south vergent structures in the

Himalaya developed through sequential activation of faults
south of the previous deformation front [e.g., Hodges,
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2000]. As a new fault in a more distal position is initiated,
slip along more hinterland faults is commonly thought to
have ceased. Lavé and Avouac [2000] suggest that nearly all
of the Holocene convergence between India and southern
Tibet has been accommodated by the young range-bounding
fault, the Main Frontal thrust (MFT): an observation that
could be consistent with slip solely on the most distal fault.
However, thermochronologic, geomorphic, and cosmogenic
isotope evidence support the idea that faulting may occur
out of sequence near the Main Central thrust (MCT) and
within its proximal footwall (1–30 km). For example,
within the interior of the Himalayan wedge, faults near
the MCT trace may have been active during the late
Miocene and Pliocene, and could be active today [Wobus
et al., 2003; Hodges et al., 2004; Wobus et al., 2005]. Very
young cooling ages and cosmogenic nuclide data for sam-
ples collected from within the MCT hanging wall suggest
erosion at average rates of �1–3 mm/yr since the Pliocene
[Burbank et al., 2003; Vance et al., 2003; Thiede et al.,
2004; Niemi et al., 2005]. Burbank et al. [2003] reported
uniformly young apatite fission track (AFT) cooling ages in
the hanging wall of the MCT in the Annapurna Himalaya of
central Nepal, a region in which precipitation is spatially
variable from �0.5–4.0 m/yr. As a consequence, they found
no evidence of a close coupling of precipitation with rapid
exhumation in central Nepal. However, the mean annual
precipitation records and average exhumation rates differ in
timescale by several orders of magnitude, so direct a
comparison may have limited utility. In NW India, Thiede
et al. [2004, 2005] found their youngest white mica
40Ar/39Ar cooling ages within the hanging wall of the
Munsiari thrust. The Munsiari thrust is generally not rec-
ognized in Nepal, but occupies a structural position beneath
the Vaikrita thrust, a fault that most researchers correlate
with the MCT in central Nepal [Valdiya, 1980]. Conversely,
the AFT data of Thiede et al. [2004, 2005] were youngest
within areas of locally heavy precipitation, suggesting a
coupling of climate and erosion over the time during which
their AFT samples cooled. Hodges et al. [2004] found that

Figure 1. (a) Shaded relief digital elevation model (DEM)
of the Himalaya showing the central Nepal study area
(rectangle) and the location of (b) a geologic cross section
(thick line), modified from Figure 2 of Lavé and Avouac
[2000]. STF, South Tibetan fault; MCT, Main Central thrust;
MBT, Main Boundary thrust; MFT, Main Frontal thrust.
(c) Three-dimensional schematic block diagram for tectonic
scenario a, where slip occurs only on the MFT (arrows show
sense of motion on fault). The exhumation pathway (thick
dashed line) would parallel the fault and transport rock
through closure temperatures (Tc1–Tc3) for several isotopic
systems (thin dashed lines). Example exhumation pathway
for a thermochronometer sample sensitive to closure
temperatures Tc1–Tc3 (white circles). (d) Tectonic scenarios
b–d, where slip is partitioned between the MCT and MFT.
In these scenarios, sample exhumation parallels the MCT
and material is transferred into the overriding wedge via
underplating (small vertical arrows).
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not only were young AFT cooling ages correlated with
locally heavy precipitation, but they observed evidence of
Quaternary faulting near the MCT in central Nepal. Their
observations support theory-based models involving a cou-
pling between erosion along the Himalayan range front and
southward extrusion of middle to lower crustal material
[Beaumont et al., 2001; Hodges et al., 2001].
[4] Thermochronometer data used by Burbank et al.

[2003], Thiede et al. [2004, 2005] and Hodges et al.
[2004] record the cooling history of exhumed samples,
but the interpretation of cooling ages from an active orogen
is not simple. For example, the apparent exhumation rates
derived from the slope of AFT cooling ages versus sample
elevation [Thiede et al., 2004; Blythe et al., 2007] rely on
simplifying assumptions about the subsurface thermal field
and exhumation history. In some cases, these assumptions
can introduce large (20–200%) errors in the interpreted
exhumation rates [Stüwe et al., 1994; Mancktelow and
Grasemann, 1997; Ehlers, 2005]. True exhumation rates
can be better constrained using thermokinematic modeling
to simulate more realistic subsurface thermal fields and
thermal histories of the thermochronometer samples [Batt

and Brandon, 2002; Ehlers et al., 2003; Braun and Robert,
2005]. Previous thermal and kinematic modeling studies of
the Himalaya have approximated the exhumation pathways
and the resulting thermal field as two-dimensional with slip
on only one fault [Henry et al., 1997; Bollinger et al., 2006;
Brewer and Burbank, 2006]. Using a two-dimensional (2-D)
approximation neglects the three-dimensional (3-D) influ-
ence of topography and fault geometry, which can be
significant at high slip rates.
[5] In this study, we use a 3-D thermokinematic model of

the central Nepalese Himalaya (Figure 1) to predict thermo-
chronometer cooling ages that are compared to a large data
set of AFT ages (Figure 2). The AFT data are presented and
discussed in detail in the companion paper by Blythe et al.
[2007]. The primary goal of this study is to use the model to
quantify average erosion rates over the time span of AFT
ages. A secondary goal is to determine whether the cooling
age data can be used to differentiate among various tectonic
models. We explore four tectonic scenarios in which Indo-
Tibetan convergence is partitioned between the MFT and
MCT (Figures 1c and 1d). The model uses fault kinematics
and geometries that vary in three dimensions and accounts

Figure 2. Shaded relief DEM of the Marsyandi River valley, central Nepal showing the surface traces of
the STF and MCT II from Searle and Godin [2003] (thick solid lines) with the model approximations of
those faults (thick dashed lines). Abbreviations are as in Figure 1. Apatite fission track (AFT) sample
locations (black circles) are divided into transects (white ovals), where A, Chame; B, Bagarchhap;
C, Dharapani; D, Tal; E, Khudi West; F, Khudi East; G, Syange South; H, Syange North; I, Jagat; and
J, Nagi Lek. Age-elevation plots are shown for several transects with weighted least squares regression
lines showing the range of apparent exhumation rates (ER; 1.6–12.2 mm/yr).
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for the first-order influence of topography (e.g., valley and
ridge positions), which will influence the predicted sample
cooling ages. We investigate exhumation and faulting
histories of the late Pliocene to Quaternary times, the age
range of available AFT data [Blythe et al., 2007]. By
comparing the ages predicted from the 3-D thermal model
to the data, we are able to quantify potential errors in
exhumation rates derived from regression line slopes of
sample age versus elevation and infer spatial variations in
the erosion history of the central Nepalese Himalaya. Also,
by varying overthrusting rates on the MCT and MFT, we
address the utility (or lack thereof) of low-temperature
thermochronometer data for determining the magnitude of
out-of-sequence thrusting in a rapidly eroding region.

2. Geologic Setting

[6] The spectacular peaks of the Himalaya mark the
southern margin of a broad region of deformation developed
in response to the collision and continued convergence
between India and Eurasia since the early Paleogene
(�65–50 Ma) (see reviews by Gansser [1964], Le Fort
[1975], and Hodges [2000]). The range is typically divided
into four tectonostratigraphic zones: the Tibetan zone,
Greater Himalayan zone, the Lesser Himalayan zone and
the Subhimalayan zone (terminology of Hodges [2000]).
Zone contacts correspond to major fault zones that can be
traced along strike for much of the length of the orogen. The
Paleozoic to Paleogene primarily marine sedimentary rocks
of the Tibetan sequence (TS) are bounded on the north by
the Indus-Tsangpo suture zone and on the south by low-
angle, predominantly normal faults of the South Tibetan
fault system (STF). Structurally beneath the TS are meta-
morphic and igneous rocks of the Greater Himalayan
sequence (GHS), which are bounded by the MCT to the
south. The dominantly clastic metasedimentary rocks of the
Lesser Himalayan sequence (LHS) are bounded to the south
by the Main Boundary thrust (MBT). The Subhimalayan
zone comprises Neogene and younger foreland basin sedi-
ments in the hanging wall of the MFT.
[7] Since the early Miocene, much of the postcollisional

convergence between India and Eurasia has been accom-
modated by a series of southward vergent, southward
younging thrust systems. The oldest of these, the Main
Central thrust system, developed and experienced its
principal movement in latest Oligocene–early Miocene
time [Hubbard and Harrison, 1989; Hodges et al., 1996;
Coleman, 1998]. The structurally highest portions of the
Lesser Himalayan zone, directly beneath the main splay of
the MCT zone, have experienced a complex deformation
history related to post-early Miocene southward thrusting.
Some of this structure is likely to be related to MCT slip, but
other studies [e.g., DeCelles et al., 2001; Robinson et al.,
2003; Pearson and DeCelles, 2005] have argued convinc-
ingly that most slip can be attributed to Middle Miocene
development of the Ramgarh thrust and a Lesser Himalayan
duplex system as deformation stepped progressively south-
ward into the Lesser Himalayan zone. The principal locus of
surface shortening is generally thought to have shifted to the

MBT and, eventually, to the MFT zones in late Miocene-
Pliocene time [e.g., Hodges, 2000, and references therein].
Most researchers regard the MFT as projecting downdip,
across a buried ramp beneath the Lesser Himalayan–Greater
Himalayan zone transition, to connect with a master décolle-
ment referred to as the Main Himalayan thrust (MHT) [e.g.,
Lyon-Caen and Molnar, 1983; Schelling and Arita, 1991;
Pandey et al., 1995].
[8] Despite this general southward progression of thrust

deformation, several studies have yielded convincing evi-
dence of significant out-of-sequence thrusting over the early
Miocene–Recent interval [Brun et al., 1985; Grujic et al.,
1996; Hodges et al., 1996; Searle, 1999]. Of particular
interest to our study is the evidence for very young out-of-
sequence thrusting near the trace of the MCT system and
within the northernmost Lesser Himalayan zone. Seeber
and Gornitz [1983] first suggested the possibility of out-of-
sequence thrusting along the MCT trace based on an
analysis of river profiles as they crossed the Greater
Himalayan–Lesser Himalayan zone boundary. Subsequently,
very young 40Ar/39Ar cooling ages from rocks at this
structural level were attributed to late stage reactivation of
the MCT system by Macfarlane [1993], although both
Copeland et al. [1991] and Edwards [1995] suggested an
alternative interpretation based on the possibility of hydro-
thermal resetting. The documentation by Harrison et al.
[1997] and Catlos et al. [2001] of late Miocene–Pliocene
metamorphic monazite growth during deformation at this
level renewed the argument for out-of-sequence thrusting,
but some of the strongest evidence in favor of this process
comes from integrated structural, geomorphic, and thermo-
chronologic studies in central Nepal [Wobus et al., 2003;
Hodges et al., 2004; Wobus et al., 2005; Huntington and
Hodges, 2006]. These findings show that brittle thrust
structures within a few kilometers of the outcrop trace of
the principal strand of the MCT system have experienced
slip in late Pliocene–Quaternary time and, as a conse-
quence, separate domains with distinctive patterns of min-
eral cooling ages and Quaternary exhumation histories.
Evidence for Quaternary out-of-sequence faulting, however,
conflicts with the work of Lavé and Avouac [2000] who
suggest little to no out-of-sequence thrusting has occurred
during the Holocene. This conflict shows that the magnitude
of post-late Miocene out-of-sequence thrusting is unclear. If
there has been a significant amount of out-of-sequence
thrusting, presumably this shortening is transferred downdip
to the MHT where the out-of-sequence structures splay off
of that master décollement [Hodges et al., 2001].

3. Thermochronometer Data Set

[9] Thermochronometer ages yield the time since
samples cooled below their effective closure temperature
[Dodson, 1973]. When combined with estimates of the
distance traveled from the closure temperature isotherm to
the surface, the data provide a means for determining long-
term (>105 years) exhumation rates. Higher-temperature
thermochronometers have closure temperatures at greater
depths, thus the exhumation rates calculated from those
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systems integrate over longer time periods and greater
distances. Lower-temperature AFT data are used here to
quantify rock exhumation histories. For comparison to other
data sets, higher-temperature muscovite 40Ar/39Ar ages are
predicted from the thermokinematic model discussed below.
AFT cooling ages are calculated using the density of
damage trails created by spontaneous fission of 238U at a
known rate that are preserved within the crystal lattice of
apatite in a rock sample (see reviews by Donelick et al.
[2005] and Tagami and O’Sullivan [2005]). Muscovite
40Ar/39Ar cooling ages are based on measuring the retention
of 40Ar derived from the natural decay of 40K in muscovite
(see review by Harrison and Zeitler [2005]). Apatite fission
track andmuscovite 40Ar/39Ar cooling ages have cooling-rate-
dependent closure temperatures of �100–140�C and �350–
425�C, respectively, for cooling rates of 2–100�C/Myr
[Robbins, 1972; Hames and Bowring, 1994; Donelick et al.,
2005; Ehlers et al., 2005; Tagami and O’Sullivan, 2005].
[10] Blythe et al. [2007] provide bedrock AFT cooling

ages that present a detailed exhumation history for the
Marsyandi River catchment in central Nepal. We use
82 AFT ages reported by Blythe et al. [2007] to compare
to ages predicted from a thermokinematic model. The AFT
data are divided into ten transects to aid in observing any
spatial variations in exhumation (Figure 2). We briefly
summarize the data used here, and the reader is referred
to Blythe et al. [2007] for a more thorough discussion.
[11] The AFT sample ages range from �0.4 (95% con-

fidence interval) to 3.8 ± 1.0 Ma (2s uncertainty) across the
study region and samples span an elevation range of 474–
4621 m. There is no clear trend in the spatial distribution
of ages across the study area, although very young ages
(<0.5 Ma) tend to occur at low elevation, near the rivers.
The simplest way to get an estimate of exhumation rates
from data collected in vertical transects is to plot the sample
ages as a function of elevation [Wagner and Reimer, 1972;
Wagner et al., 1977], where the slope of a regression line
through the data is the apparent exhumation rate. Although
these transects are not strictly vertical, age-elevation regres-
sions can be carried out and the range of apparent exhuma-
tion rates from the slope of a weighted least squares
regression of each transect are highly variable. The apparent
rates range between �12.1 and 12.2 mm/yr, where negative
rates are from transects with inverted age-elevation trends.

4. The Model

[12] Although calculating exhumation rates from regres-
sion lines on age-elevation plots is a common way to
interpret data, large uncertainties are possible when samples
are collected over a horizontal distance that is greater than
the wavelength over which topography affects the subsur-
face closure isotherm geometry. Additional problems are
possible if the samples are carried in a thrust sheet with a
large lateral component of motion, where nonvertical trans-
port can lead to additional uncertainty. To avoid these
uncertainties, it is useful to estimate the distance a sample
has traveled since passing through the closure temperature

for that system. In the simplest case, that distance can be
determined by calculating a steady state one-dimensional
(1-D) vertical thermal profile or using a constant geothermal
gradient. Assuming vertical sample exhumation, the exhu-
mation rate is calculated by measuring the distance from the
surface to the closure temperature isotherm and dividing
that distance by the sample age. In active orogens, however,
the thermal field is multidimensional and commonly tran-
sient with rock exhumation paths that have significant
lateral and vertical components [e.g., Stüwe et al., 1994;
Mancktelow and Grasemann, 1997; Ehlers et al., 2001; Batt
and Brandon, 2002; Ehlers et al., 2003]. The interpretation
of thermochronometer data from such settings is more
complex and benefits from the use of thermal models to
generate realistic subsurface thermal fields. The model we
use consists of three components: (1) a kinematic model
(Figures 1c and 1d) that prescribes nodal advection veloc-
ities for (2) a thermal finite element model (Figure 3), which
calculates temperature as a function of location and kine-
matic field, and (3) a thermochronometer age prediction
model that generates sample ages at the surface as a
function of their cooling rate. The following three sections
detail the three model components. Table 1 lists the physical
dimensions of the model and free parameters explored.

4.1. Kinematic Model

[13] In this study the fault kinematics of theHimalayan front
are considered by partitioning slip between the MCT and
MFT, assuming a constant convergence rate between India
and Tibet of 20 mm/yr. We also take into account subduc-
tion of the Indian Shield and underplating of material from
the Indian plate into the overriding wedge (Figures 1b–1d).
Potential slip on the STF is not considered because the
displacement history of the STF over the range of ages
covered by the AFT data is unclear and poorly constrained
in comparison with activity on the MFT or MCT [e.g.,
Hodges, 2000]. Furthermore, one model was run with the
STF active at the same rate as the MCT and we saw no
difference in the model predicted AFT ages within the
sample uncertainties. We assume a shortening direction of
198� across thrust faults and that the Indian Shield moves
north at 018�. The shortening direction is subparallel to the
transport direction inferred from measured stretching line-
ations in the MCT shear zone [Brunel, 1986] and consistent
with the present-day convergence direction between the
Tibetan Plateau and India as measured by GPS [Bilham et
al., 1997; Larson et al., 1999; Wang et al., 2001; Jouanne
et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2004].
[14] Faults in the model are approximated as planar

surfaces based on the geologic cross section of Lavé and
Avouac [2000] (Figures 1b–1d) and tectonic map of Searle
and Godin [2003] (Figure 2). The MFT splays off of the
MHT and strikes perpendicular to the shortening direction
at 288�. The MFT-MHT system dip angle varies with depth
as shown in Figures 1c and 1d. The shallow southern
section dips gently at 7�, the middle ramp section dips at
20� and the deep northern section dips at 8�, consistent with
surface observations and microseismicity [Lavé and
Avouac, 2000]. The strike of the MCT is a linear approx-
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imation of the mapped MCT II trace of Searle and Godin
[2003] (Figure 2) and it dips 28� NNE. The STF is not
active in the kinematic models, but is included in the model
geometry because it separates two model rock types with
significantly different material properties: the GHS and TS.
The STF is approximated as three linear segments with dip
angles parallel to the MCT at 28� [Macfarlane et al., 1992;
Hodges et al., 1996; Searle and Godin, 2003]. The structural
geometry does not vary with time because most of our
cooling ages are very young (<3Ma). Although the structural
geometry is likely to have changed over longer timescales,
we suggest that this is the simplest scenario that still captures
the plausible kinematic scenarios for Plio-Quaternary
faulting. Comparison to the data later in the paper allows us
to evaluate whether this degree of complexity is sufficient.
[15] Slip across faults is prescribed to honor the present-

day geodetic convergence rate between India and Tibet of
�20 mm/yr [Bilham et al., 1997; Larson et al., 1999; Wang
et al., 2001; Jouanne et al., 2004]. Convergence is parti-
tioned between overthrusting on the MFT and MCT and
underthrusting of the Indian Shield beneath the Himalaya. It
is important to note that in our model, overthrusting and
underthrusting refer to the horizontal component of motion,
and should not be confused with the fault slip rate. The rate
of underthrusting, vunderthrusting, is adjusted to honor the
20 mm/yr convergence rate depending on the overthrusting
rate:

vunderthrusting ¼ vobs � vMFT þ vMCTð Þ ð1Þ

where vobs is the Indo-Tibetan convergence rate and vMFT

and vMCT are the overthrusting velocities of the MFT and
MCT.
[16] The model uses the kink-band, fault-bend folding

method of the thrust sheets [Suppe, 1983] and slip occurs
parallel to the model fault planes. Mass is conserved in the
model. The slip rate on an individual structure is a function

of the dip angle of the structure and the convergence rate
across that structure. For each fault, the slip rate is
calculated as

vslip;MFT ¼ jvMFTj þ jvunderthrustingj
� �

= cos qi;MFT ð2aÞ

vslip;MCT ¼ jvMCTj = cos qMCT ð2bÞ

where qi,MFT is the dip angle of the ith dip plane of the MFT
and qMCT is the dip angle of the MCT. Note that because the
convergence rates are fixed in the model, the fault slip rate
on different dip sections of the MFT will vary. Because of
this, slip on individual structures will be referred to by the
overthrusting rate across that structure. The ranges of over-
thrusting rates explored in the model are 1–15 mm/yr

Table 1. Numerical Model Parameters

Property/Parameter Model Input Value

Material Properties
GHS heat production 0.8–3.0 mW/m3

LHS/Indian Shield heat production 0.8 mW/m3

TS heat production 0.5 mW/m3

Thermal conductivity 2.5–3.0 W/m K
Specific heat 800 J/kg K
Density 2750 kg/m3

Numerical Parameters
MFT overthrusting rate 1–15 mm/yr
MCT overthrusting rate 0–8 mm/yr
STF extension rate 0 mm/yr
Model time step 105 years
Horizontal node spacing 700 m
Average vertical node spacing �1500 m
Surface temperature 14–7�C/km times elevation
Basal heat flow 20–50 mW/m2

Model domain 84 	 140 	 58 km

Figure 3. Three-dimensional block diagram of the thermokinematic model illustrating the boundary
conditions and thermal model components. The kinematic model has the MFT and MCT active (thick
lines). Abbreviations are as in Figure 1. Contoured temperatures (thin lines) show significant perturbation
to the subsurface thermal field from the kinematic model and other thermal influences.
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across the MFT and 0–8 mm/yr across the MCT, as shown
in Table 1.
[17] One objective of this study is to quantify the range of

possible erosion rates over the last �3 Myr, the time
covered by the AFT data. Rock exhumation in this region
of the Himalaya occurs by erosion, and because the model
geometry and topography are static, the exhumation and
erosion rates are dictated by the kinematic model. In this
paper, we define the model exhumation rate to be the rate at
which material approaches the model surface from depth
parallel to the transport direction because the exhumation
pathways have a significant component of lateral motion.
This definition is slightly different than that used in many
studies, where the exhumation rate is strictly related to
vertical transport [e.g., Ring et al., 1999]. In contrast, we
define the model erosion rate to be the vertical component
of the exhumation rate prescribed in the kinematic model.
Thus the erosion rate at a given position (x, y, z) in the
model, vz(x, y, z), is a function of the orientation of
underlying structures and rate of overthrusting. The erosion
rate vz(x, y, z) is

vz x; y; zð Þ ¼ vMFT tan qi;MFT yMFT < y < yMCTf g ð3aÞ

vz x; y; zð Þ ¼ vMFT tan qi;MFT þ vMCT tan qMCT y > yMCTf g
ð3bÞ

where yMFT and yMCT are the y coordinates of the MFT
and MCT, at the x coordinate and z coordinate of the point
of interest. The coordinate system has the x coordinate
increasing to the east, y coordinate increasing to the north
and z coordinate positive upward, as shown in Figure 3.
[18] Previous work has estimated long-term erosion rates

in the Greater Himalayan zone to be several millimeters per
year [e.g., Burbank et al., 2003; Thiede et al., 2004]. Using
these results as a starting point, we chose combinations of
fault kinematics that generate erosion rates between �1–
6 mm/yr in the Greater Himalayan zone. The kinematic
simulations were divided into four subsets: (1) the MFT is
the only active structure, (2) the MFT and MCT have equal
overthrusting rates, (3) the MFT has a larger overthrusting
rate than the MCT, and (4) the MCT has a larger over-
thrusting rate than the MFT. We did not simulate cases
where the MCT was the only active structure because those
models would not exhume samples south of the model MCT
to the surface.
[19] We assume an incompressible material and conser-

vation of mass. We also assume that the fault locations are
fixed in the model, such that the MCT does not move with
respect to the MFT when the MFT is active. Because of the
steady state topography and the above assumptions, in
kinematic scenarios b–d (e.g., Figure 1d), some of the
subducting Indian Shield material is incorporated into the
base of the LHS via underplating. This underplating balan-
ces the erosional removal of material south of the MCT.

4.2. Thermal Model

[20] The background thermal state of continental crust
depends on heat flow into the base of the crust and material

properties (e.g., thermal conductivity, radiogenic heat pro-
duction). Deviations from this background state can occur
in regions of active faulting, erosion, sedimentation, and/or
with significant topographic relief [Stüwe et al., 1994;
Mancktelow and Grasemann, 1997; Braun, 2005; Ehlers,
2005]. Furthermore, in regions of rapid faulting such as the
Himalaya, shear heating along faults can be significant
[Graham and England, 1976; Barton and England, 1979;
Arita, 1983; England et al., 1992; Henry et al., 1997]. We
calculate the 3-D thermal field of a 140 	 84 	 50 km (L 	
W 	 D) region within the Himalayan front. Processes
accounted for in the model include rock uplift due to
faulting, erosion, topography, basal heat flow variations,
and thermophysical material properties.
[21] The subsurface thermal field is calculated using the

steady state advection-diffusion equation:

r KrTð Þ
rc

� �vrT ¼ � A

rc
ð4Þ

where T is temperature and �v is the material velocity. K, A, r
and c are the thermal conductivity, radiogenic heat produc-
tion per unit volume, density and heat capacity, respectively.
The reasons for using the steady state advection-diffusion
equation are discussed in section 4.3.2. Our modeling
approach is similar to that of Ehlers and Farley [2003]
and uses the finite element program FRACTure [Kohl and
Hopkirk, 1995]. The thermal model is coupled to the
kinematic model detailed in section 4.1 and used to solve
Equation (4) in 3-D in an Eulerian (spatial) reference frame.
By using a 3-D solution to equation (4), we are able to
account for the effects of advection in three dimensions,
short-wavelength (valley-ridge) and long-wavelength
(Tibetan Plateau–Gangetic Plains) topography, and the
effects of various material properties.
[22] We minimized the N-S spatial extent of the model,

but kept it large enough to prevent the lateral boundary
conditions from generating an unrealistic thermal influence
because of the long-wavelength topography (Table 1). The
upper surface of the model is derived from a 250-m digital
elevation model of the region and has a constant tempera-
ture boundary condition. Upper surface temperatures were
fixed at 14�C at sea level and decreased at an atmospheric
lapse rate of 7�C per kilometer elevation increase. The basal
boundary condition in the model is a constant flux, which is
varied from 20 to 50 mW/m2. These basal heat fluxes are in
agreement with the values calculated from measurements of
surface heat flow out of the Indian Shield [Roy and Rao,
2000]. Radiogenic heat production is set to 0.8 mW/m3 for
the Indian Shield and LHS which also yields surface heat
flow values similar to the observations [Roy and Rao,
2000]. For the TS an average sedimentary rock heat
production of 0.5 mW/m3 is used [Rybach, 1976]. Heat
production in the GHS is varied from 0.8 to 3.0 mW/m3,
similar to the range represented by previous measurements
[England et al., 1992]. Thermal conductivity measurements
from rocks sampled in the study area average 3.35 ±
0.85 W/m K at room temperature (Table A1). Thermal
conductivity for the model domain is fixed at either 2.5 or
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3.0 W/m K, similar to the temperature-corrected measured
values [Sass et al., 1992; Clauser and Huenges, 1995]. The
ranges of material properties investigated are summarized in
Table 1.

4.3. Model Assumptions

[23] We make several simplifying assumptions in an
effort to capture the important thermal influences, but not
overcomplicate the model.
4.3.1. Assumption 1: Topographic Steady State
[24] The assumption of topographic steady state was used

here for several reasons. First, at this point we have no clear
way of constraining how topography has changed over the
last >3 Ma. The additional free parameters required to
simulate evolving topography would not be well con-
strained and we have chosen instead to work with the
smallest set of assumptions possible in the modeling.
Second, several lines of evidence suggest that major
changes in the position of fluvial systems have not occurred
recently. If relief changes occurred, they may have happened
over relatively short timescales (<10 kyr) [Gabet et al.,
2004], and the magnitude of relief change is likely smaller
than the average AFT sample age uncertainties. Although
little evidence of the paleoriver locations exists, the south
flowing rivers draining the southern margin of the Tibetan
Plateau are suggested to have flowed along similar paths for
several million years [e.g.,Gupta, 1997]. Work in progress is
testing our assumption of topographic steady state over the
time period samples cooled. More specifically, we are
evaluating what data and modeling approaches are required
to quantify changes in relief and drainage locations in the
Marsyandi valley (e.g., approach of van der Beek et al.
[2002] and Braun and van der Beek [2004]).
[25] Stüwe et al. [1994] showed from a 2-D thermal

model that, at increasingly high erosion rates, the AFT
closure isotherm will move to shallower levels in the crust
and more closely mimic the overlying topography. Assum-
ing a horizontal AFT closure isotherm beneath 5 km high
topography, the difference in distance from the isotherm to
surface under peaks versus valleys is 5 km. At an erosion
rate of 5 mm/yr, the depth to the isotherm becomes
shallower and the difference in isothermal depth between
peaks and valleys decreases to �1 km [Stüwe et al., 1994].
Although the shorter-wavelength relief between valleys and
ridges in our study area may have changed over the time
interval to which our samples are sensitive (average AFT
cooling age of 1.0 Ma), we have no reason to doubt that the
major topographic influences were likely in place for the
time during which most samples cooled.
[26] Braun [2002] showed that longer-wavelength topog-

raphy will cause the subsurface isotherms to be disturbed
to greater depths than shorter-wavelength topography.
Thus lower-temperature thermochronometers will be more
sensitive to shorter-wavelength topography than higher-
temperature systems. For example, the largest topographic
influences on subsurface thermal gradients are the long-
wavelength, north-south elevation changes across the
Himalayan front and shorter-wavelength, east-west oriented

topography across the Marsyandi drainage. Predicted
40Ar/39Ar cooling ages are more likely sensitive to the
long-wavelength topography [Brewer et al., 2003], whereas
the shorter-wavelength, valley-ridge topography is likely to
influence the AFT ages. The first-order, valley-ridge topo-
graphic features are at least as old as most of the AFT
cooling ages (�1.0 Ma) and the Tibetan Plateau, the major
north-south topographic influence, is thought to have been
at high elevation since at least the late Miocene [Harrison et
al., 1992; Tapponnier et al., 2001]. Second-order variations
in the topography through time, such as several hundred
meters of changing relief across the Marsyandi drainage or
variations in shorter-wavelength topography, are possible in
this area, but are not constrainable with the data due to large
uncertainties in sample ages. For additional discussion of
how the wavelength of topography can influence thermo-
chronometer ages, see Braun [2002].
[27] AFT sample locations where steady state topography

is clearly unrealistic have been excluded from our analysis
(Bagarchhap, Chame, Dharapani transects; A–C in Figure 2).
For these transects, the sampled ridges are oriented such
that they have steeper slopes than the fault transporting
those samples to the surface in the model. When particles
coincident with the sample locations are tracked back in
time to generate thermal histories, those samples exit the
model domain, travel through the air above the model
surface and later reenter the model. This generates unreal-
istic predicted cooling ages. We instead focus on samples
that have had the simplest exhumation history, where
particle tracking generates simple thermal histories (Khudi,
Jagat, Nagi Lek, Syange, Tal transects; D–J in Figure 2).
Although significant topographic change has likely
occurred in this area, we have minimized its effect on our
interpretation by focusing on the vertical transects sensitive
to the dominant topographic features in the region. The
remaining transect locations (Bagarchhap, Chame, Dharapani
transects; A–C in Figure 2) are the focus of work in progress
interpreting the topographic evolution of subsidiary drain-
ages in the region.
4.3.2. Assumption 2: Thermal Steady State
[28] Stüwe et al. [1994] showed that a transient thermal

field will approach steady state more quickly at higher
erosion rates. For example, at erosion rates of 1 to 5 mm/yr,
thermal equilibration within 20% of steady state is
achieved in 20 to 4 Myr, respectively. If the Himalayan
front has been present and eroding since at least the late
Miocene [Harrison et al., 1992; Tapponnier et al., 2001],
then subsurface thermal field has likely approximated a
steady state within the uncertainties in the data.
4.3.3. Assumption 3: Significant Shear Heating
[29] Shear heating is included to account for frictional

heating on the fault planes using the methods of Henry et al.
[1997]. We follow the moderate friction case of Hansen and
Carter [1982], where the fault zone is assumed to be 1 km
wide and the strain rate is equal to the slip rate across the
fault. The maximum allowed shear stress is 50 MPa and
calculated as the minimum of either a brittle, pressure-
dependent law or ductile, temperature-dependent power
law. The additional heat produced is added to the nodal
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radiogenic heat production within the shear zone. The slip
rates on the faults are fairly high (e.g., Table 1) and produce
significant shear heating.
4.3.4. Assumption 4: Negligible Heat Transfer by Fluid
Flow
[30] Recent work by Evans et al. [2004] suggests advec-

tive heat transfer by fluids may be significant in the Greater
Himalayan zone. Although the effect of heat transfer by
fluids may be important, its significance relative to rapid
advective heat transfer by rock exhumation is unknown
[e.g., Ehlers, 2005]. For this study we make the same
assumption as all other thermochronometer studies to date
and assume conductive heat transfer and advective heat
transfer by rock exhumation are the dominant thermal
processes. Simulating heat transfer by fluid flow is beyond
the scope of this study, largely due to the additional
unconstrained parameters in the model. Additional work
in progress by the authors is evaluating the influence of
fluid flow on thermochronometer ages.

4.4. Thermochronometer Age Prediction

[31] Thermochronometer ages are calculated using model-
derived cooling histories for particles coincident with the
sample locations. Cooling histories were generated by track-
ing samples from the surface back to different depths in the
steady state thermal model for the last 20 Myr. Note however
that only the last �3 Myr of the cooling history is important
because most of the AFT samples cooled at this time.
Predicted AFT ages were calculated using the Laslett et al.
[1987] kinetic annealing algorithm as implemented by Ehlers
et al. [2003]. Muscovite 40Ar/39Ar ages are also predicted
from the sample cooling histories, but the kinetics of argon
diffusion in muscovite are not understood in detail. Because
of this, we report the predicted ages as the time since the rock
cooled below 350�C, but we regard this as a minimum
estimate for the closure temperature and use it only for
illustrative purposes of how a higher-temperature thermo-
chronometer responds to different kinematic scenarios.

5. Results

[32] In our modeling approach, we evaluated discrete
combinations of model parameters from the range of plau-
sible values (Table 1). This approach evaluates the param-
eter space and identifies the range of geologically possible
scenarios (e.g., slip partitioning, material properties, basal
heat flux) that produce the observed cooling ages. In total,
this required 397 simulations. In the following sections, we
discuss the influence of each of these parameters and test
the sensitivity of the predicted ages to these variables. The
parameter of interest in each section is varied across the
chosen range of values, while all the other free parameters
are fixed at average values. Ages predicted from the Nagi
Lek transect sample locations (transect J in Figure 2) are
shown because this transect is oriented such that the
predicted ages are least likely to be affected by the steady
state topography, and the transect has a large elevation range
and number of samples. The dominant effects on cooling
ages discussed below are similar for the other transects. We

plot model predicted ages using nominal AFT and 40Ar/39Ar
uncertainties of 20% and 10% of the sample age, respec-
tively, to highlight which processes are significant within
typical sample uncertainties.
[33] It is important to note that in regions with potentially

high exhumation rates, such as the Greater Himalayan zone,
the thermal field of the upper crust may be dominated by
erosion and advective heat transfer [e.g., Ehlers, 2005]. The
implication of having a highly advection-dominated thermal
field is that thermal gradients might be less sensitive to
other thermal processes and parameters (e.g., basal heat
flow, material properties, etc). To the best of our knowledge,
no study has systematically evaluated which processes and
parameters are important for the interpretation of thermo-
chronometer ages in rapidly eroding regions. Furthermore,
in the discussion below for each parameter, the change in
cooling ages due to variations in the explored parameter will
likely only apply to rapidly eroding regions. In other words,
the same magnitude change of a given parameter in a region
that is eroding more slowly will likely have a larger effect
than shown here. In the next several sections we evaluate
the relative significance of each parameter in the model for a
moderately rapid erosion rate of the Greater Himalayan
zone of 2.5 mm/yr.

5.1. Effect of Basal Heat Flux on Predicted Ages

[34] Increasing the heat flux into the base of the thermal
model increases the maximum temperature within the model
domain and steepens the thermal gradient near the surface.
As a result, the distance traveled from a given closure
isotherm to the surface decreases. Thus ages predicted from
models with higher basal heat flux are younger than those
from models with lower basal heat flux (Figure 4). We
model varying basal heat fluxes of 20, 35 and 50 mW/m2,
while thermal conductivity is set to 2.5 W/m K, heat
production in the GHS is specified as 1.9 mW/m3, and
shear heating is included. The kinematic model has 4 mm/yr
of overthrusting for the MFT and 2 mm/yr for the MCT.
[35] A 2.5-fold increase in the basal heat flux leads to

predicted AFT ages that are younger by �10%, whereas the
muscovite 40Ar/39Ar ages become �15–20% younger
(Figure 4). When the uncertainties are considered for both
sets of predicted ages, they are statistically indistinguishable
for all three heat flux values, although if age uncertainties
were <10% for the predicted 40Ar/39Ar ages, the effect of a
threefold change in basal heat flux would be statistically
discernable. Because the AFT data lack sensitivity to the
basal heat flux, they cannot be used to constrain the range of
tested values. Considering the measured surface heat flux
data in India, the most likely basal heat flux values are 20–
35 mW/m2 [Roy and Rao, 2000]. In addition, although the
influence of basal heat flux variations is not significant in
this study, we note that at slower erosion rates typical of
other mountain ranges the influence of basal heat flow on
near-surface thermal gradients can be significantly larger.

5.2. Effect of Heat Production on Predicted Ages

[36] Increasing the radiogenic heat production in the GHS
is predicted to have a major impact on exhumed thermo-
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chronometer sample ages (Figure 5). The three models
shown here have heat production values of 0.8, 1.9 and
3.0 mW/m3, basal heat flux of 35 mW/m2, thermal conduc-
tivity of 2.5 W/m K, and include shear heating. The

kinematic model has a rate of overthrusting of 4 mm/yr
for the MFT and 2 mm/yr for the MCT.
[37] Similar to the case for varying basal heat flux, higher

heat production values steepen the thermal gradient near the
model surface, leading to younger predicted ages. For an

Figure 4. Effect of varying basal heat flux on predicted sample ages for the Nagi Lek transect. Predicted
(a) apatite fission track (AFT) and (b) muscovite 40Ar/39Ar ages versus sample elevation for models with
basal heat flux values of 20, 35, and 50 mW/m2 (squares, triangles, and circles). Age error bars are 20%
and 10% for the AFT and 40Ar/39Ar, respectively.

Figure 5. Effect of varying Greater Himalayan sequence heat production on predicted sample ages.
Predicted (a) apatite fission track (AFT) and (b) muscovite 40Ar/39Ar sample ages versus sample
elevation for models with heat production values of 0.8, 1.9 and 3.0 mW/m3 (squares, triangles, circles).
Age error bars are 20% and 10% for the AFT and 40Ar/39Ar, respectively.
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increase in heat production from 0.8 to 1.9 mW/m3, the AFT
and muscovite 40Ar/39Ar ages are �0.2–0.4 Myr and
�1.5–1.7 Myr younger, respectively, with a greater differ-
ence in age at higher elevations (Figure 5). Despite the large
assigned uncertainties on the AFT ages, ages from the
highest heat production model are statistically distinguish-
able from those generated from models with lower heat
production: a fourfold increase in heat production causes a
>35% decrease in predicted age. The 40Ar/39Ar ages, show
an even larger sensitivity to different heat production
values. However, because the AFT data are only modestly
sensitive to heat production variations, we are unable to
eliminate any of the range of tested values using the model
(Table 1). Muscovite 40Ar/39Ar data should be able to
constrain the range of tested values. Measurements of
heat-producing element concentrations yield an average
volumetric heat production value of 2.1 mW/m3 (Table A2).
Thus our preferred heat production values are 1.9 and
3.0 mW/m3, due to the high concentration of heat-producing
elements in the GHS [England et al., 1992].

5.3. Effect of Shear Heating on Predicted Ages

[38] The magnitude of heat contributed to the thermal
field from shear heating depends on the fault slip rate,
temperature and pressure at a location within the shear zone
[Henry et al., 1997; Bollinger et al., 2006]. We assess two
models: one that includes shear heating; the other not
(Figure 6). Both models have basal heat flux values of
35 mW/m2, heat production of 1.9 mW/m3 and thermal
conductivity of 2.5 W/m K. The prescribed kinematics are
4 mm/yr of overthrusting for the MFT and 2 mm/yr for the
MCT.
[39] With the given kinematic field, predicted AFT ages

are �0.2 Myr younger and predicted 40Ar/39Ar ages are

�0.8 Myr younger with the addition of shear heating.
Despite this �15% decrease in predicted ages, neither the
AFT ages nor the 40Ar/39Ar ages are statistically different
within error bars. Because our AFT data show insufficient
sensitivity to shear heating, we are unable to rule out shear
heating. However, the difference in lower crustal temper-
atures between models with and without shear heating is
significant (�50–100�C). Thus we include shear heating in
the model simulations in the event that it becomes more
significant when predicting 40Ar/39Ar ages at slower exhu-
mation rates, when advective heat transfer processes are less
dominant in the thermal field.

5.4. Effect of Thermal Conductivity on Predicted Ages

[40] Increasing the thermal conductivity in the thermal
model decreases the maximum temperature and causes the
thermal gradient to be less steep (Figure 7). This decrease in
temperature leads to comparatively older predicted ages. In
the example shown, the thermal conductivity is varied
between 2.5 and 3.0 W/m K and the kinematic field has
overthrusting of 4 mm/yr for the MFT and 2 mm/yr for the
MCT. The models each have basal heat flux values of
35 mW/m2, heat production of 1.9 mW/m3 and include
shear heating.
[41] AFT and 40Ar/39Ar ages predicted from the thermal

model with a thermal conductivity of 3.0 W/m K average
�0.2–0.3 and �0.9–1.0 Myr older, respectively, than those
from the model with lower thermal conductivity. With the
error bars, the AFT ages for both scenarios cannot be
distinguished, but muscovite 40Ar/39Ar data should be
sensitive to thermal conductivity variations. Because the
AFT data are likely not sufficiently sensitive to variations in
thermal conductivity, we cannot exclude any of the values
used in this sensitivity test. Measurements of the thermal

Figure 6. Effect of shear heating on predicted sample ages. Predicted (a) apatite fission track (AFT) and
(b) muscovite 40Ar/39Ar sample ages versus sample elevation for models with and without shear heating
(squares, circles). Age error bars are 20% and 10% for the AFT and 40Ar/39Ar, respectively.
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conductivity in rocks from the GHS show a temperature-
corrected average value of 2.75 W/m K that is intermediate
to the tested values of 2.5 and 3.0 W/m K (Table A1).

5.5. Effect of Fault Kinematics on Predicted Ages

[42] The kinematic field that drives advection in the
thermal model has a strong influence on predicted samples
ages. In the previous sections, the effects of different model
parameters were shown by the variations in predicted ages
within a given parameter space. In this section, we test 22
different kinematic fields and find the kinematic influence
tends to dominate the variations in other model parameters.
Because of this, the data are plotted in a manner that shows
which kinematic models best fit the observed ages. However,
rather than show the overthrusting rates for each fault, the
plots list the different kinematic models by their erosion rate
(vz, Equation (3)) in subplots for the different tectonic
scenarios (Figure 8). The listed erosion rates are for the
Greater Himalayan zone in the model, the region where most
of the samples were collected. Thus, for a given kinematic
model, nearly all of the samples should be vertically exhumed
at the same rate. The other velocity components (vx and vy)
can be calculated using Equation (3) and the structural
geometry, as discussed in section 4.1. The quality of fit of
the predicted ages to the observed is quantified using the
square root of a modified, reduced chi-square misfit,

c2 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXN
i¼1

Agepi � Ageoi
Ui

� �2

N

vuuuut
ð5Þ

where Agepi is the ith predicted age, Ageoi is the ith observed
age, Ui is the one sigma uncertainty in the ith age, and N is the
number of samples in the summation. c2 values are always
greater than or equal to zero, with zero representing a perfect fit
to the data and increasing values representing greater misfit.
[43] Because erosion rates are linked directly to predicted

cooling ages and are dictated by fault slip rates in the
context of a fixed topographic surface, minimizing the
misfit between predicted and observed cooling ages yields
the erosion rates that best fit the data (Figure 8). The c2

misfit values were calculated for ages predicted from the
Nagi Lek transect (J in Figure 2) for each of the kinematic
models shown. The GHS heat production was fixed at
3.0 mW/m3, shear heating was included and the thermal
conductivity was 2.5 W/m K. The c2 minima in the subplots
(Figure 8) show the kinematic fields that provide the best fit
to the data (shaded region). The data are best fit by c2

values that are �2, which generally represent models where
the predicted ages are within the 2s uncertainties of the
data. In all of the plots, the initial decrease in misfit to a
minima and subsequent increase at higher erosion rates
reflects predicted ages that are too old at slow rates and
too young at higher rates. The c2 misfit values for the AFT
data in the Nagi Lek transect show they are best fit with
average erosion rates between �2.0 and 4.5 mm/yr. Thus
these data are sensitive to the erosion rate, but not to the
partitioning of slip on to different thrusts. This result is
discussed in more detail in section 6.2.

6. Discussion

[44] The previous results demonstrate the sensitivity of
predicted AFT and muscovite 40Ar/39Ar ages to different

Figure 7. Effect of varying thermal conductivity on predicted sample ages. Predicted (a) apatite fission
track (AFT) and (b) muscovite 40Ar/39Ar sample ages versus sample elevation for models with thermal
conductivity values of 2.5 and 3.0 W/m K (squares, circles). Age error bars are 20% and 10% for the AFT
and 40Ar/39Ar, respectively.
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thermophysical processes and material properties in the
crust. The dominant message conveyed by these results is
an acute sensitivity of predicted ages to the erosion rate
generated by different kinematic fields. Simply put, in a
rapidly eroding region such as the Himalayan front, the
thermal field is dominated by advective heat transfer from
rock exhumation. Whereas for the other processes and
material properties considered (e.g., basal heat flow, heat
production, conductivity, etc.) a twofold to threefold in-
crease causes a noticeable change in exhumed sample ages,
the difference in predicted ages is generally within sample

age uncertainties. In contrast, a similar change in erosion
rates produces a readily documentable variation in predicted
ages.
[45] It should be noted that the insensitivity of sample

AFT ages to most thermal model parameters (Figures 4–7)
will not apply to other active orogens if the exhumation
rates are slower (<�1 mm/yr) and the thermal field more
conductive than the simulations shown here. Moreover,
much of this insensitivity emerges from the relatively large
uncertainties assigned to the AFT ages (20%). For thermo-
chronometer samples with smaller uncertainties, the sensi-

Figure 8. Effect of varying fault kinematics on predicted sample ages. The c2 misfit values for
predicted and observed AFT ages versus erosion rates derived from various thermokinematic models with
basal heat flux values of 20 and 35 mW/m2 (squares, circles). Four different tectonic scenarios are shown:
(a) slip only on the MFT, (b) equal overthrusting rate on the MFT and MCT, (c) larger overthrusting rate
on the MFT than the MCT, and (d) larger overthrusting rate on the MCT than the MFT. The range of
model-derived erosion rates that provide a good fit to the AFT data (shaded region) is constrained by c2

misfit values of �2 (dashed line). Abbreviations are as in Figures 1 and 2.
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tivity to all parameters would increase. In the following
sections, we revisit the influence of the kinematic field on
thermochronometer ages and evaluate the erosion and
kinematic history of the Greater Himalayan zone.
[46] Despite the previously highlighted dominance of

advective heat transfer on the Greater Himalayan zone, it
is important to note that nonuniqueness exists in the model
results and trade-offs between different model parameters
can produce nearly identical thermochronometer ages. The
ages predicted from the thermokinematic model depend on
the basal heat flux into the model, radiogenic heat produc-
tion and thermal conductivity within the model, and the
prescribed kinematic field and resultant shear heating. With
five free parameters in the models, several combinations of
variables provide an equal quality of fit to the thermo-
chronometer data. This is not surprising, given the possible
trade-offs in thermal influences between, for example,
increasing heat production while decreasing basal heat flux.
Our goal in evaluating which variables provide the best fit
to the data is to constrain the range of free parameters and
create a preferred parameter space.
[47] Another important point is that the erosion rates

calculated from the models are average erosion rates and
may mask shorter-timescale variations in exhumation. For
instance, ages generated by slow exhumation followed by a
pulse of rapid exhumation may be fit by a model that has an
intermediate exhumation rate. One sign of such a misfit is
when model-predicted ages match the average age of the
observed ages, but do not follow the age-elevation trend of
those data. Models that include transient variations in the
thermal field would be required to fit such a trend and are
beyond the scope of this paper.

6.1. Fit of Predicted Ages to Data

[48] In general, the predicted AFT ages from the best fit
models fall within the 2s uncertainties of the data for a
given transect, yet predicted ages for some transects do not.
We compare observed ages and their apparent erosion rates
with predicted ages and the model-derived erosion rates for
most transects (Figure 9). The Bagarchhap, Chame and
Dharapani transects (A–C in Figure 2) are not shown
because the assumption of steady state topography in the
model is clearly violated when predicting cooling ages for
samples collected on hillslopes that are parallel to or steeper
than the rock exhumation trajectory prescribed by the
kinematic model, as discussed in section 4.3.1.
[49] The predicted ages shown for each transect are from

the best fit kinematic models for each tectonic scenario,
with a basal heat flow of 20 mW/m2, GHS heat production
of 3.0 mW/m3 and thermal conductivity of 2.5 W/m K.
With the exception of the two Khudi transects, nearly all of
the ages predicted from the best fit kinematic models are
within the 2s uncertainties of the data. This suggests that
the model realistically simulates the major thermal and
kinematic influences. This also implies that there have
been no major changes in the topographic relief since the
samples cooled, because the model topography is in a strict
steady state and the model yields predicted ages that fit
the data. It is worth noting, though, that much of the data

have large uncertainties, which may mask signs of relief
change or other factors affecting the cooling ages.
[50] The predicted ages do not fit the data well for the

two Khudi transects (Figures 9b and 9c). For the Khudi East
transect (F in Figure 2), the misfit reflects the limited
number of kinematic models that were run. Best fit pre-
dicted ages from kinematic scenarios b and d (erosion rates
of 2.7 and 2.5 mm/yr) are generally too young to fit the
data. For those scenarios, a kinematic model that generates a
slightly slower erosion rate (�2 mm/yr) would likely
provide a better fit. For the Khudi West transect (E in
Figure 2), it appears that the data cannot be fit simply by
using models with different erosion rates. For the models
with slip on the MCT, the predicted ages are too old at low
elevations and too young at high elevations. This is because
the lowest two samples in the Khudi West transect are in the
footwall of the MCT in the model, rather than the hanging
wall (Figure 2). The lowest two samples are not likely to be
strongly affected by slip on the MCT in the model and
require fairly high overthrusting rates on the MFT to
generate predicted ages that fit the observations. Because
the MCT is riding atop the material moved along the MFT,
any additional slip on the MCT leads to predicted ages in
the model hanging wall that are too young to fit the data.
[51] Notably, the data-derived apparent exhumation rates

can differ significantly from themodel erosion rates (Figure 9).
For a majority of transects, the apparent exhumation rate
is greater than the model-derived erosion rate. Commonly, a
nearly 50% difference separates these two rates. At least
two factors affect the data-derived rates. First, because the
regressions are error-weighted, a single age with a small
error near the top or base of a transect can exert a strong
influence on the regression line slope. Hence a young age
high in the section can produce a negative slope. Second,
overestimated erosion rates likely reflect a violation of one
or more of the assumptions required to interpret regression
line slopes as erosion rates on age-elevation plots of
thermochronometer data, i.e., the samples must follow
vertical exhumation paths and either be collected in a
strictly vertical profile or the closure isotherm geometry
must not be perturbed by the overlying topography. Low-
temperature thermochronometer isotherms are likely to be
perturbed by the overlying topography because of their
shallow crustal depth. An exception to previous discussion
is evident for the Syange transects (Figures 9d and 9e),
where the apparent erosion rate is lower than the model-
predicted rate. On these transects the slope of the regression
line through the data is less than the trend in the predicted
ages. One possible explanation for this trend is an acceler-
ation in postclosure erosion. If the AFT samples pass
through their closure isotherm at a slow rate and are
subsequently brought to the surface at a slightly higher rate,
the ages would be young, but the slope of the ages on an
age-elevation plot would be shallow. The trend could also
be explained by the effects of changing relief or ground-
water flow, which are discussed in detail in section 6.3.
Work in progress is exploring these ideas.
[52] In addition to predicting AFT ages for the data

transects, we predicted muscovite 40Ar/39Ar ages to com-
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pare to ages from elsewhere in the Himalaya (Figure 10).
The 40Ar/39Ar ages were predicted for the same transects
and using the same models as the AFT predicted ages
shown in Figure 9. The predicted 40Ar/39Ar ages are very
young, no older than 5.5Ma, with an average age of�3.5Ma.
These ages are generally younger than those seen at
similar structural positions within the Himalaya. Detrital
muscovite 40Ar/39Ar ages in the GHS from two studies
in the Marsyandi drainage have average ages of �5 and
�7 Ma [Ruhl and Hodges, 2005; Brewer et al., 2006].
This suggests that our 40Ar/39Ar ages were predicted using
a model with an erosion rate that was too fast, leading to
predicted ages that are too young. Because we are able to fit
the AFT data with those erosion rates, however, this implies
that erosion rates were slower prior to the time covered by
the AFT data. The cause of the acceleration in erosion could
either reflect a change in the tectonic forcing or regional/
global climate. As noted by Huntington et al. [2006] and
Huntington and Hodges [2006], little evidence exists to
support a large-scale tectonic change, so climate is the more
likely driver of accelerated exhumation. Timing of this
inferred acceleration in erosion coincides with an intensifi-
cation of northern hemisphere glaciation [Raymo, 1994],
establishment of the modern-day summer and winter mon-
soon system [Gupta and Thomas, 2003] and a global
increase in sedimentation rates and grain sizes [Zhang et
al., 2001]. More bedrock muscovite 40Ar/39Ar data from the
model region would be necessary to quantify this apparent
acceleration.

6.2. Is Out-Of-Sequence Faulting Significant?

[53] One of the uncertainties in the evolution of the
Himalaya in central Nepal is whether or not there has there
been large-magnitude out-of-sequence displacement near
the trace of the MCT system subsequent to early Miocene
time. The AFT cooling ages range from �0 to 4 Ma,
allowing us to investigate the history of activity on the
MCT using kinematic models with and without slip on the
MCT during this time period.
[54] We have explored various kinematic models in terms

of quality of fit to the AFT data (Figure 8). If the AFT data
are sensitive to the different tectonic scenarios, we should
expect to see a better fit for one of those scenarios, as
expressed by the c2 misfit values. What we observe in the
AFT data, however, is that an equal fit (c2 < 2) to the data
can be attained by kinematic models with or without activity
on the MCT. Furthermore, the fit of the predicted ages to the
observed ages (Figure 9) shows that the predicted ages
depend more on the erosion rate generated by the kinematic
models than the kinematic scenario. In Figures 9f and 9g
this is particularly clear, with the predicted ages plotting

nearly atop each other for the different kinematic scenarios
with similar erosion rates.
[55] The similar c2 misfit values for the AFT data in the

best fit simulations are likely the result of models that
produce similar thermal fields. At high vertical exhumation
rates, the closure isotherm for the AFT system is advected to
within several kilometers of the model surface and the near-
surface (<5 km) thermal field differs less between different
kinematic scenarios. In addition, the trajectories of particles
transported along the MCT or MFT are different by only
8� in our model. We infer that the similarities in near-surface
thermal fields and rock exhumation trajectories generate
c2 misfit values for the AFT data in the best fit models that
are comparable for all of the tectonic scenarios. In rapidly
eroding regions, higher-temperature chronometers (e.g.,
muscovite or hornblende 40Ar/39Ar) may be more sensitive
to the fault kinematics because their age will be a function
of a longer thermal history. In other words, higher-
temperature data will integrate information over a greater
distance and potentially be more sensitive to slight differ-
ences in rock exhumation trajectory. The model-predicted
40Ar/39Ar ages (Figure 10) support this idea, and several
transects show sensitivity to the different kinematic scenar-
ios. Slower erosion rates would increase the sensitivity to
the kinematics, with ages that are statistically different
including the assigned 10% error bars for several transects.
On the other hand, using thermochronometers representing
higher-temperature data puts more demands on the model
assumptions. The assumed kinematic and topographic
geometries have to remain constant through longer intervals
of time; assumptions that become less likely with increasing
age.

6.3. Spatial Variations in Erosion

[56] In the kinematic model, most of the sample locations
are within the same thrust sheet and above planar faults
dipping at constant angles, so the majority of samples are
exhumed at the same rate for a given tectonic scenario.
Despite spatially uniform exhumation histories, predicted
sample ages at similar elevations vary across the model
domain because of the thermal influences of the overlying
topography, proximity to the faults and material properties.
If the model geometry, material properties and assumption
of steady state topography are realistic, at least one kine-
matic model should provide a good fit to all of the AFT
data.
[57] Within the range of erosion rates that produces

predicted ages that fit at least 80% of the observed ages
on individual transects, none of our models can fit the data
for all transects. Across our data set, erosion rates vary by
about twofold (Figure 11), as calculated from the data

Figure 9. Fit of AFT predicted ages to observed ages in transects for different kinematic scenarios. Observed AFT ages
(circles) are shown with their 2s uncertainties and apparent exhumation rate from the slope of the weighted regression line.
Predicted ages are shown with their model-derived erosion rate for the four tectonic scenarios: Slip only on the MFT
(squares), equal overthrusting rate on the MFT and MCT (triangles), larger overthrusting rate on the MFT than the MCT
(inverted triangles), and larger overthrusting rate on the MCT than MFT (diamonds). Abbreviations are as in Figures 1 and 2.
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transects where at least 80% of the predicted AFT ages fit
within the 2s uncertainties of the observed ages. The range
of erosion rates listed is from all kinematic scenarios and
thermal models with a 20 mW/m2 basal heat flux, 2.5W/m K
thermal conductivity and shear heating. The range of rates
for models with GHS heat production values of 3.0 mW/m3

and 0.8 mW/m3 are shown beside the transects on top and
bottom, respectively. The AFT data are best fit by kinematic
models that produce erosion rates of 1.8–5.0 mm/yr.
However, no single kinematic model can fit all of the data

transects. For example, the Khudi East transect (F in
Figure 2) requires erosion rates of no greater than 2.0 mm/yr
for the high heat production models, while the Tal transect
(D in Figure 2) requires an erosion rate of at least 3.3 mm/yr.
This suggests that the erosion rate across the Marsyandi
River drainage is not only rapid, but also spatially variable.
[58] One possible explanation for the inability of the

model to fit all the AFT data equally well is smaller-scale
faulting within the MCT sheet. Hodges et al. [2004] found
evidence of several faults between the MCT and STF within

Figure 10. Predicted muscovite 40Ar/39Ar ages in transects for different kinematic scenarios. Ages are shown with 10%
age uncertainties and their model-derived erosion rate for the four tectonic scenarios: Slip only on the MFT (squares), equal
overthrusting rate on the MFT and MCT (triangles), larger overthrusting rate on the MFT than the MCT (inverted triangles),
and larger overthrusting rate on the MCT than the MFT (diamonds). Abbreviations are as in Figure 1.

Figure 11. Model-constrained range of erosion rates for the data transects (ovals) shown on a shaded
relief DEM of the study area with sample locations for AFT data (circles). Ranges are listed where at least
80% of the predicted ages are within the 2s uncertainties of the observed ages. The upper range is for a
model with a Greater Himalayan sequence heat production of 3.0 mW/m3 and the lower, italicized range
is for a heat production of 0.8 mW/m3. Abbreviations are as in Figures 1 and 2, and transect names are as
in Figure 2.
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the Marsyandi River valley with tectonically significant
Quaternary displacement on them. These smaller-scale
features were shown to offset the cooling ages of AFT
samples from Burbank et al. [2003] by �1 Ma. The
simplified the tectonic scenario in model does not reproduce
the effects of displacement on the smaller-scale faults
because we do not know enough about their geometry to
include them. Rather, we evaluated the effects of the
primary structures. Because there may be many unmapped
smaller-scale faults, we contend that it is reasonable to focus
on the larger-scale tectonic elements, which should have
more influence on the regional cooling age patterns.
[59] Another potential explanation for the difference in

rates required to fit the data transects is changes in topo-
graphic relief. A local weather network in the study area
[Barros et al., 2000; Burbank et al., 2003] shows that
annual monsoon precipitation varies from �0.5 to 4.0 m/yr
across the Greater Himalayan zone over a 6-year period of
observations. Although not observed in the data used by
Burbank et al. [2003], it is possible that, if present-day
precipitation patterns are representative of long-term pre-
cipitation patterns, precipitation could influence the spatial
distribution of erosion, as suggested by numerical models
[e.g., Willett, 1999]. Gabet et al. [2004] found a strong
correlation between mean hillslope angles and mean annual
rainfall in the Himalaya, where landsliding controls the
maximum hillslope angles and relief within unglaciated
valleys. They concluded that precipitation may control relief
in the Himalaya and that the response time to changes in
precipitation may be rapid (<10 kyr). Hodges et al. [2004]
looked at river channel morphologies from the region
spanning the southern Tibetan zone to the northern Lesser
Himalayan zone and argued that deformation is coupled to
precipitation in the Himalaya. They suggest that the focused
precipitation along the southernmost edge of the Greater
Himalayan zone has led to reactivation of the MCT,
presumably driving rock uplift across the entire Greater
Himalayan zone. Notably, however, our modeled erosion
rates are at least as rapid for the northern transects as in the
southern transects, despite a reduction of precipitation by
>50%. This absence of a north-south trend in erosion rates
also appears in the samples collected at river level across the
study area (see Blythe et al. [2007, Figure 3] for sample ages
and locations). A comparison of the best fit erosion rates
constrained by the c2 misfit for the northern versus southern
river bottom samples shows that the rates are statistically
indistinguishable. A rate of �2.8 mm/yr provides the best
statistical match to the entire river bottom data set, but rates
as high as 4–5 mm/yr are admissible. Hence, with the
exception of three more slowly eroding (and wetter)
transects in the south (Khudi East, Syange South, Syange
North transects; F, G, H in Figure 2), no discernable
gradient in erosion rates emerges from this study.
[60] Without any change in tectonic uplift, spatial varia-

tions in erosion could lead to relatively short-lived changes
in topographic relief. For example, if relief increases, cool-
ing ages near the valley would be younger (from river
incision) and ages near ridges would be older (from in-
creased distance traveled since closure) [Braun, 2002].

Although relief changes can affect cooling ages, our model
is unable to simulate changes in relief. All we can conclude
at this time is that relief change is one possible mechanism
for some of the smaller misfits observed between predicted
and observed ages.
[61] It is also possible that topographically driven fluid

flow may have modified the subsurface thermal field and
affected the AFT ages. Groundwater can carry thermal
energy from ridges to valleys as it flows, which would
decrease the thermal gradient beneath peaks and increase it
beneath valleys. The effect on cooling ages would be to
produce older ages on ridges and younger ages in the
valleys, rendering the age-elevations trends less steep.
Evans et al. [2004] mapped several hot springs within the
Marsyandi valley, showing that the groundwater may be
heated by the surrounding ridges. The magnitude of this
effect depends on many other factors (such as rock perme-
ability, hillslope geometry and precipitation) and is cur-
rently unknown. Overall, we consider temporal variations in
topographic relief, hydrothermal heating, slip on faults that
were not modeled and unknown spatial variations in heat
production and thermal conductivity to be the important
possibilities for explaining the misfit of the model-predicted
ages to the data. Further modeling is underway to quantify
these effects.

7. Conclusions

[62] We used a 3-D coupled thermokinematic model to
generate subsurface thermal fields for the Marsyandi River
valley in central Nepal, from which thermochronometer
ages were predicted and compared to collected data. The
model is parameterized by the 3-D variability in overlying
topography, fault geometry, fault kinematics, boundary
conditions and material properties. The primary results of
this study are as follows:
[63] 1. In regions that are rapidly exhumed, the kinematic

field and associated thermal advection dominate over the
influences of material properties and basal heat flux in
affecting the thermal history. For example, the difference
in misfit due to the different basal heat flux values is trivial
compared to the kinematic influence (Figure 8). In compar-
ing the misfits among the other material properties, we find
that kinematics always dominates. Across the variation
expected in natural rock samples, the influence of varying
material properties is concealed by the advective heat
transfer from the kinematic field.
[64] 2. The range of apparent exhumation rates derived

from the slope of regression lines through sample ages
versus elevation is �2.6 to 12.2 mm/yr. The range of
erosion rates in the model that provide a good fit between
predicted and observed AFT ages is less than half as large
(1.8–5.0 mm/yr). This >200% difference between the
simple 1-D interpretation using regression lines and the
model-constrained rates illustrates the utility thermokine-
matic models for reducing the variance in calculated erosion
rates. Rapid erosion, nonvertical exhumation and high-relief
topography will likely invalidate the assumptions required
to accurately calculate exhumation rates using the slope of
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regression lines through vertical transect data potentially
leading to large errors.
[65] 3. The AFT data do not allow us to rule out any of

the modeled kinematic scenarios and we are not able to say
whether the MCT has had tectonically significant displace-
ment since 3 Ma.
[66] 4. Differentiating between possible thrust belt kine-

matic models requires (1) rock exhumation pathways that
are considerably different and (2) either slower exhumation
rates or a thermochronometer data set that covers higher
temperatures. The kinematic scenarios tested differed by
only 8� in rock exhumation trajectory and the AFT data
were not sensitive to this difference. We suggest that the
possible rock exhumation trajectories must be consider-
ably larger than 8� in order to have sensitivity with low-
temperature thermochronometers. In areas that are exhumed
at rates of less that 1 mm/yr, distances to the closure tem-
perature for low-temperature thermochronometers may be
greater and larger differences in the subsurface thermal field
should exist. At these slower rates, it may be possible to
differentiate more subtle differences in rock exhumation
trajectories. Smaller differences in rock exhumation path-
ways might also be detected using higher-temperature
thermochronometers (such as muscovite 40Ar/39Ar) because
the difference in distance traveled from the closure tempera-
ture should be larger at higher temperatures. Future studies
in rapidly eroding collisional orogens may benefit from the
use of these higher-temperature systems when attempting
to constrain thermal and kinematic scenarios.
[67] 5. No single kinematic model can fit at least 80% of

the AFT ages for all transects. This suggests that erosion in
the study area is nonuniform. Possible explanations for the
spatial variability are unmapped small-scale faults, relief
change from differential erosion within the basin or ground-
water flow affecting the cooling ages.
[68] 6. Samples should be collected on hillslopes that face

the same direction as the thrust vergence when using steady
state model topography. Samples collected on hillslopes that
face opposite to the thrust vergence and have slope angles

similar to or greater than the fault dip angle present prob-
lems when generating predicted rock thermal histories. For
slope angles that are greater than the fault dip angle,
particles may be tracked out of the model domain as they
move back in time parallel to the fault. Ages predicted from
these thermal histories are meaningless as the thermal
history is clearly unrealistic. However, samples collected
in this type of orientation likely contain valuable informa-
tion about the timing and rate of valley formation (e.g.,
Bagarchhap, Chame transects; B, A in Figure 10) and are
well suited for evaluating landscape evolution models of
valley incision.

Appendix A: Thermal Property

Measurements

[69] Thermal conductivity was measured on 11 samples
from Formations I and II in the GHS from central Nepal
(Table A1) (see Hodges [2000] for a description of the GHS
formations). The measurements were made by P. Galanis
and C. Williams at the U.S. Geological Survey office in
Menlo Park, California, using the technique outlined by
Sass et al. [1984]. Samples were measured both parallel and
perpendicular to the dominant foliation and a significant
anisotropy was observed.
[70] Radiogenic heat-producing element concentrations

were measured on 7 of the 11 samples from the GHS
(Table A2). Samples were analyzed for the K, Th, and U
via gamma ray spectrometry by J. Kaste and A. Heimsath at
Dartmouth College in Hanover, New Hampshire. Potassium
values were determined by measuring the 40K emission at
1461 keV, and assuming a 40K abundance of 0.01177% and
40K branching ratio (e.g., gamma yield) of 10.7%. Thorium
concentrations were determined by measuring the 228Ac
gamma (T1/2 = �6 hr) at 911 keV, assuming a gamma yield
of 28.7% and secular equilibrium between it and 232Th.
238U was determined by measuring the 234Th decay emis-
sion (direct daughter of 238U, T1/2 = 24 d) at 63.3 keV. 235U
was calculated by assuming a 235U/238U abundance of

Table A1. GHS Thermal Conductivity Measurements

Sample Formation Lithology

Foliation-
Parallel

Whole Rock
Conductivity,

W/m K

Foliation-
Perpendicular
Whole Rock
Conductivity,

W/m K Foliation

NP001 I biotite-muscovite gneiss 5.0 F1
NP002 I biotite-muscovite gneiss 4.0 F1
NP003 I biotite-muscovite gneiss 4.7 2.3 F2
NP004 I biotite-muscovite gneiss 4.0 2.9 F1
NP005 I biotite-muscovite gneiss 3.2 3.0 F1
NP006 I biotite-muscovite gneiss 4.3 F1
NP007 I biotite-muscovite gneiss 3.6 2.6 F1
NP008 I biotite-muscovite gneiss 3.9 2.3 F1

I biotite-muscovite gneiss 3.8 F1
NP009 II banded calc-silicate gneiss 2.4 2.0 F1
NP010 II banded calc-silicate gneiss 3.2 F1

II banded calc-silicate gneiss 3.2 F1
NP011 II banded calc-silicate gneiss 4.4 2.6 F2
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0.72% (J. Kaste, personal communication, 2006). Radio-
genic heat production was calculated using an equation
modified from Birch [1954],

A ¼ 0:01r 9:69 238U þ 235U
� �

þ 2:65Thþ 3:58K
� �

ðA1Þ

where A is the volumetric heat production in mW/m3, r is
the average rock density in g/cm3, K is the potassium
concentration in percent, and 238U, 235U, and Th are the

uranium and thorium concentrations in parts per million. An
average rock density of 2.8 g/cm3 was assumed in calcu-
lating A for Table A2.
[71] Acknowledgments. P. Glanis, C. Williams (USGS), J. Kaste,

and A. Heimsath (Dartmouth College) provided the thermal property
measurements presented in Appendix A. Reviews by P. van der Beek and
R. Thiede greatly improved the paper. This manuscript benefited from
thoughtful discussions with A. Heimsath, J. Barnes, and M. Densmore. This
work was supported by NSF grant EAR-9909647 to T. Ehlers. This work is
part of the NSF Continental Dynamics project ‘‘Geomorphic-Geodynamic
Coupling at the Orogen Scale.’’
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